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Background
Laser processes are constantly evolving, both from a technological point of view and from
the point of view of associated applications. The arrival on the market of new laser sources
forces us to regularly revisit the physics associated with the various laser-matter interaction
regimes. This situation brings to light new emerging processes (welding, cutting, surface
treatments, additive manufacturing, micromachining) which require new studies on a
permanent basis. The relationship between processing conditions (laser power, pulse
duration, etc.) and material properties must therefore be studied at different scales. The
tremendous growth of interest for multiscale materials comes from the fact that their

chemical and physical properties can be tuned by varying their compositions and structures.
The particularities of metallic materials (inclusions, precipitates, phases, etc.) strongly
influence the interaction of a laser beam.

Aims and Scope of the Themed Issue
The aim of this Special Issue on the laser processes and multiscale materials is to bring
together information on the recent progress in terms of laser treatments (surface
treatments, additive manufacturing, machining, welding, etc.) and metallurgical
modifications induced. Different alloy materials can be prepared by laser technology,
designing appropriate atomic structures to construct nano and microstructures as well as
dissimilar assembly. The influence of the materials in terms of composition and structure on
the results after laser interaction must then be highlighted. Examples of some of the recent
advances relating to the processing, properties, and structures of metallic materials can be
listed in the laser field.

This special edition is mainly based on the thematic school named ‘Laserap’ dedicated to
laser applications and held from October 10 to 14, 2022 in Semur-en-Auxois, France. The
topics of the papers that will be considered for publication cover the current research in the
field of laser processing of materials in order to relate the influence of their compositions,
structures on the properties of use.
Submissions
All relevant papers can be submitted in English. They will be carefully considered, vetted by a
distinguished team of international experts, and published in accordance to the Journal’s
standard policies. Full research papers and review articles can be submitted online via the
journal’s submission and peer review site. Please register choosing the title of the special
issue ‘Laser Applications for Metallic Materials Processing’.
Please find the instructions for authors at: https://www.metallurgical-research.org/authorinformation/instructions-for-authors

Submission deadline – October 31st 2022
Article submission and editorial system here.

Charges
1. There is no submission charge in Metallurgical Research & Technology.
2. For papers that have not chosen the Open Access Option (those papers will be read only
by subscribers), there are no publication charges.
3. Open Access Option
To favour a broad and easy access to all published scientific information, Metallurgical
Research & Technology uses a service called Open Access Option (OAO). It offers the
possibility for authors to make their papers freely available to all interested readers
(subscribers or non-subscribers) as soon as the articles are published online, in exchange for
payment of a basic fee.
➢ Waivers and Discounts concerning the Open Access Option:
- EDP Sciences provides a waiver to authors based in countries included in Group
A of the Research4Life programme
-

EDP Sciences has signed an APC agreement with the NSLC (National Science
Library CAS) the research library service system for the Chinese Academy of
Sciences (CAS). Corresponding authors affiliated with one of the eligible CAS
institutes, can publish in open access at a 20 percent discounted APC price.

-

EDP Sciences has signed with the Technische Informationsbibliothek (TIB) a
German National APC agreement. Corresponding authors affiliated with German
academic institutions including universities and research institutions, can publish
in open access at a 20 percent discounted APC price.

-

Corresponding authors from French institutions having signed the National Open
Access agreement in France, can publish in Open Access without any fee.
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